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My Favourite Season
Alison saw this notice in a teenage magazine, and decided to send in an article. This is what she wrote.

MY FAVOURITE SEASON
Although I really enjoy the summer, my favourite
time of year is, without a doubt, autumn. For me,
it is the perfect time of year.

Articles Wanted
Which is your fa
vourite season?
Describe the seas
on you like mos
t
and tell us why
th
ha
att ttime of year
appeals to you.
The best articcle
les will be publish
ed
in the next is
sue of T
Teenage
Weekly.

Autumn is a time of change. It is full of wonderful
colours, and a sort of calmness seems to settle
over everything. The leaves on the trees change
colour from green to varying shades of orange
and brown. The trees then slowly shed their leaves in
preparation for the coming winter. In early autumn, the weather is often warm, but not
uncomfortably so. The days get shorter and towards the
autumn the weather starts
e end of a
to become unpredictable. There can be light showers
howers or ttorrential downpours, and the
temperature drops so that both the days and the
become noticeably cooler.
he evenings b
There are many things I enjoy about autumn. I like
ke tthe fact that everything calms down
after the excitement of summer, and people
eop get back
k into their normal routines. I like to
walk through the countryside admiring
ng all the
th different colours. All of nature seems to be
preparing itself for the approach of winter. Mor
Moreover, the new school year begins and I’m
happy to see all my friends again.
about our holidays and make plans for the
gain. We talk a
following weeks.
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M

All in all, autumn is a peaceful
year when everything returns to normal. I’m quite a
ceful time of y
relaxed person, so perhaps
haps it is the calmness of autumn that I find appealing and which
makes it so special to me.

L A N G U A G E A C T I VATO R

1 Choosee the corr
cor
correct meaning of the word, according to the second paragraph of the article.
1 varying

a changing

b different

2 shade

a kind

b colour

3 shed

a lose

b throw

4 preparation

a readiness

b training

5 unpredictable

a unknown

b changeable

6 shower

a constant rain

b short period of rain

7 torrential

a frequent

b very heavy

8 downpour

a heavy rain

b light rain
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2 Fill in the correct prepositions to complete the sentence. There are two prepositions you do not need to use.
at • of • out • with • in • on
1 One of the things I like about spring is the wonderful scent .................. flowers ................... the air.
2 One of the best things about summer is staying .................. late .................. the evenings.
3 The leaves .................. the trees are so many different shades .................. red and orange.
4 The warmth .................. the sun makes people feel good and puts a smile .................. their faces.
5 In spring, the countryside is full .................. trees .................. blossom.

ES

ywhere
ywhere.
6 There are new buds .................. the trees and flowers are .................. bloom everywhere.

PL

3 Look at the list of words / phrases and put them in the correct box. Some words may go in more than
one box.
➽ new buds o
on trees
➽ the school year starts
➽ sound of birds singing
SPRING
➽ the school year finishes
➽ sc
scent of blossom in the air
________________________
➽ gardens are in fullll bloom
➽ spend a lot of time outside
________________________
➽ new life everywhere
verywhere
________________________
➽ gets chilly in the evening
➽ grey skies
es
________________________
➽ spend more time indoors
________________________
➽ trees are bare
re
➽ sit by the fire
________________________
➽g
go to the beach
________________________
➽ people seem sad
➽ days be
become longer
➽ coldest season
➽ days b
become shorter
➽ have dinner in the garden
AUTUMN
➽ le
leaves fall
____
____________________
_______
____________________
WINTER
_______
________________________
____________
SUMMER
____
____________
____________________
_
_
_
_
_
__
_
__
__
_
__
__
_
__
_
__
__
_
____________
________________________
__________________
__
_
_
_
_
_
__
_
__
_
_
__
_
__
_
__
_
__
_
__
_
_
__
________________________
_
__
_
__
_
__
_______
__
____________
____________
________________________
____________
____________
________________________
____________
____________
4 Write G if the word is associated with good weather or B if it is associated with bad weather.

6

..............

______

7

stormy

..........................

______

8

high temperatures

...................

______

9

mild

.................

______

10

cloudy

................

______

11

frost

.......................

______

12

overcast

1

heavy snowfall

2

cool

3

heat wave

4

bitterly cold

5

scorching hot

6

drizzle

.......................

______

..........

______

.........................

______

.......................

______

..........................

______

.....................

______

SPEAK
Talk about the two pictures. Use the questions to help you.
◗ Which seasons are shown?
◗ What are the people doing?
◗ What do you think they are

enjoying?
◗ Which scene appeals to you

the most? Why?

ES

In the first picture,
ture ...
whereas in the
second
nd one ...

L I ST E N

2 In the north, there’ll be ..... during the night.
ig
ight.
a frost
b rain
c showers

3 In the south tomorrow, the
he temperature will
wi be
w
a below 6ºC.
b 6ºC.
c 16ºC.
4 The Midlands
ands can expect
expec
a heavy
eavy rain.
b some
me light rain.
rain
rai
ho weather.
we
c very hot

5 The south coast will be
b
a snowy.
b rainy.
rainy
c sunny.
sun
sunny

PA

1 In Manchester, the weather will be ..... during
the day.
a cold
b wet
c showery

G

Part 1 You will hear a weather forecast for the whole of Britain. Listenn and choose the correct answer.

6 In Scotland,
there has been ..... for the last two
Scotla
days.
day
days
a light rain
b no rain
c heavy rain
7 For the next few days, the weather in Britain
will be
a very different.
b better.
c almost the same.
8 The next weather forecast will be given .....
after the news.
a tomorrow morning
b tomorrow evening
c this evening

Part 2 Now listen again and discuss the answers to the following questions.
1 What time of year do you think it is?
2 Which part of the country will be the coldest? Why do you think this is?
3 Which part of the country would you prefer to be staying in? Why?

7

WRITE

PLANNING

AN

ARTICLE

☞ Articles are usually written for magazines and newspapers.
☞ They are usually descriptive and are often about favourite people, places, objects or things.
Present tenses are generally used for descriptions.

Look at the article on page 5 again, and then match each paragraph with what it is about.
Introduction

a describes the things that happen during the season

Paragraph 2

b gives an overall statement about the season and
nd sa
says what
it is that is most appealing

Paragraph 3

on
c introduces the topic and favourite season

Conclusion

en during tha
d mentions the good things that happen
that season

PA
G
ES

1

2a You are going to write an article about your favourite season. Whichh of the following
follow
follo
should you include
in your article? Tick (✓) the correct boxes.
a descriptive language
b information about all four seasons
c what the weather is generally like
at that time of year

d your own feelings about the season
comparison between two of the four
e a comparis
compariso
sea
seasons
f what
at you usually do during that season

SA
M
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b Tick (✓) the best two introductions.
1

There are things I like about
out all the seasons, but for me spring is definitely

the best time of year.

ons: spring
spring, summer, autumn and winter. I like spring the best.
2 There are four seasons:
spring.
yside, so I’m sure that it comes as no surprise that my favourite season is
I live in the countrysid

3

i
c Whyy is the other introduction
not as good? _______________________________________________
3a Tick (✓) the paragraph that you think is the best.
1

8

There are lots of reasons why I like
winter. I love the snow and enjoy
sitting in front of a warm fire while I
watch the snow falling outside. I like
to wrap up in my warm clothes and
go out for a walk. The air is so cold
and fresh it really refreshes me. And,
of course, there is Christmas!

2

There are many things I like about
summer. First of all, there’s no school.
I have time to do things I enjoy. I can
see my friends every day. I can go to
the beach. I can stay up late at night.
Also, I go on holiday with my parents.
We stay with my grandparents in
France. France is a nice place.

b Why do you think this is the best paragraph?
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

COMMON ERRORS
Choose the correct word(s) to complete the sentence.
5 I like it / - when the weatherr is hot b
because we
can go to the beach.

2 We usually have sun / sunny weather until
September.

6 I enjoy it so much / suc
such that I can’t wait for it to
be spring again.
n.

3 At night, the sky is so clear / clean you can see
the stars.

7 We usually have
weather / a good
av good
ood weath
weatherr during
season.
ng this seaso
seas

4 It often rains strongly / heavily during the
autumn.

8 However
wever
ver / Although it is often cloudy in autumn,
it isn’t always very cold.

G
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P re p a ra t i o n f o r t h e Wr i t i n g Ta s k

ES

1 In summer, I prefer walking to school with my
friends to / than taking the bus.

E

You have decided to write an article about your
season in response to the notice on page 5. Write
our favou
favourite sea
notes next to the following questions.
Introduction

What is your favourite
ite
te season? ___
__________________________________________________
➽ Which of the sentences
tences in exercis
exercise 2b will you use to start your article? _____________

PL

➽

Paragraph 2

What changes
nges
es take place during
d
this season? ______________________________________
➽ What is the weather us
usually like? _________________________________________________
➽ What
hat
at are the days / nights like? _________________________________________________

SA
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➽

raph
aph 3
Paragraph

What is the
th main thing you like about this season? ________________________________
➽ Why
y ddo yyou like it? _____________________________________________________________
➽ What is another thing you like about this season? _________________________________
➽ How does it make you feel? ______________________________________________________
➽ Is there anything you especially like doing during this season? _______________________
➽

______________________________________________________________________________
Conclusion

What is the most important thing about this season? _______________________________
➽ What makes this season so special to you? ________________________________________
➽

WRITING TASK - See page 77.
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Let’s Speak, Listen & Write, for Classes A, B, C, D and E, is a new series
whose aim is to teach and develop speaking, listening, and writing skills,

ES

thereby providing students with the means to communicate effectively
ctively in

English. This series can be used in conjunction with most coursebook
ebook series,
but can also be used on its own.

Each book has been carefully graded, and presents grammatical
mmatical and lexical
lexic

G

items appropriate to the level being taught. The writing task
sk at the end of each

unit enables students to put into practice the ideas, vocabulary, and structures
s

PA

learnt in the unit.
Each book includes:
◗

speaking exercises that encourage students
uden to express their thoughts
pare them for the writing task.
accurately and help prepare
listening tasks that increase
crease students’
stu
understanding of spoken English

E

◗

and which incorporate the vocabulary
and structures already taught in
vocabul
the lesson.

M
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◗

vocabularyy exercises to provide
students with the lexical items needed
prov
for the tasks
asks that follow.
follow

◗

model
el compositions.
composit

◗

writing practice, using both visual and written prompts, to prepare

SA

for the writing task they will complete at the end of each unit.
students fo

Let’s Speak, Listen & Write will instil in students the confidence they need to
master tthese three important skills in English.

ISBN 13: 978-960-409-452-3

